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WELCOME TO ZTECHNIK WORLDWIDE

We are pleased to bring you this accessory
catalogue and welcome you to the ZTechnik
product line. ZTechnik, a division of National
Cycle, Inc., specializes in high quality, innova-
tive accessories for BMW Motorcycles.

The name itself, ZTechnik, is from the German
“Zubehör Technik,” which roughly translates
to “technical accessories” in English. The phi-
losophy of ZTechnik is to adhere to strict
standards to produce only the highest quality
accessories possible in order to enhance the
rider’s total experience.

Come ride with us, and you will experience
the spark that drives a product into the design
phase. It’s not where we hang our helmets
that these accessories are born... they find a
place onto the pages of this catalogue after
many miles of riding and talking with other
BMW riders. The riders, the roads, and the
experiences are all very different, but the one
common bond all motorcyclists seem to share
is the innate urge to mold their bike to
themselves.

As great as the machines are, riders need
products and accessories to solve problems,
to carry gear, or simply for the fun of
customizing their motorcycle, for making their
bike unique.

We would like ZTechnik to augment your
needs when it comes time to make your BMW
motorcycle special. Our highly trained, techni-
cally skilled staff is at your service with our
latest innovative products designed to
enhance your enjoyment of riding.

Good Riding!

Barry Willey
President
National Cycle, Inc.

POLYCARBONATE or ACRYLIC?

Y O U D E C I D E !
www.ztechnik.com/ztechNews

ZTECHNIK ’S 3 -YEAR
UNBREAKABLE WARRANTY

Lexan® is a registered product of SABIC.

Quantum™ is an exclusive
product of National Cycle, Inc.

Part numbers in this catalogue are coded as
follows:
Accessories for R-Series Motorcycles
Accessories for K-Series Motorcycles
Accessories for F-Series Motorcycles
Multi-Fit Accessories

“The ZTechnik® windshield on my '03 R1150GS
Adventure saved my life recently, or at least prevent-
ed a serious highway accident.

“While I was riding on the interstate, a landscaping
truck in front of me lost a 12"x12" paving tile, which
struck my ZTechnik screen. I saw it coming and could
do nothing but brace for the impact. The screen
deflected significantly under the weight and velocity
of the paving tile, but did not break or crack. I was
able to maintain control and safely exit the highway to
check for damage. There was none!!! Except for some
scratches, as you might expect, the screen and the
mounts were in good functional order.

“I will need to replace the screen due to the scratch-
es, and I will certainly get another ZTechnik screen!

“Many thanks for the best screen I have ever used!”

~ Jim Bay

When you watch our video demonstration, you’ll
see why we manufacture our windshields from
thick Lexan® polycarbonate material. There is
simply nothing else that stands up to its strength
and durability. Compared to standard acrylic
windshields, polycarbonate is 20X more impact
resistant and 23X more crack resistant. That’s
performance you can feel comfortable and secure
riding behind!

Windshield Hardcoating
All ZTechnik windshields are Quantum™ or FMR
hardcoated to give your windshield superior
scratch resistance. The type of hardcoat applied
will depend on the size and design of windshield.

Rider Advantage
For Quality, Value and Price, whether it’s FMR or
Quantum hardcoated, your polycarbonate wind-
shield from ZTechnik will outperform any other
windshield available.

ZTECHNIK MATERIAL ICONS

Quantum™ hardcoat on polycarbonate is
state-of-the-art. Quantum coating was
developed this decade by National Cycle to
withstand over one million windshield wipes
on maxi-scooters that used windshield
wipers. Not long after, ZTechnik brand tour-
ing windscreens were specified for this out-
standing coating due to its superior
scratch resistance and optical clarity.

FMR hardcoat on polycarbonate provides
very good optical quality and scratch resist-
ance. FMR hardcoated polycarbonate was
first developed for motorcycle use by
National Cycle, Inc. and is used in many
applications today.

WINDSHIELD MEASUREMENTS

As shown below, all windshields are measured
vertically from the top of the headlight cutout (or
just above the headlight area) to the top of the
screen, and horizontally in a straight line at their
widest point.

BMW Riders who demand superior wind protec-
tion, optical quality and durability should settle for
nothing less than ZTechnik® polycarbonate wind-
shields manufactured by National Cycle®. We use
only hardcoated polycarbonate to produce our
BMW windshields. This makes our windshields
10X more impact resistant and up to 30X more
scratch resistant than the high-impact acrylic
used in competitive shields! This is not another
advertising cliché. We back up your ZTechnik
windshield purchase with an unprecedented
3-Year Unbreakable Warranty! Register your
ZTechnik windshield online at www.ztechnik.com.
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VSTREAM® WINDSHIELDS

More Features for Better Value
• Special 8-point mounting system uses headlight mounts
but retains complete headlight adjustability.

• Windshield contours reduce turbulence and buffeting,
while the lower contour design adds strength/rigidity.

• Precision cut with smooth radiused edges and crystal
clear optics. Full steering lock is maintained.

Z2432 VStream® Windshield for F 800/650 GS
Add an aggressive, sporty appearance to your new
F 800 GS and F 650 GS Twin with this new compact sport
screen. The dark tint really accents the black bodywork.

Z2434/Z2435/Z2436 VStream® Windshields for F 800 GS
The touring version of the new F 800/650 GS VStream windshields comes to you in three different heights to fit riders of
any size. All are made from rugged 4.5mm polycarbonate with FMR hardcoating. Like all ZTechnik polycarbonate wind-
shields, they're covered by our 3-Year Warranty against breakage!

Quantum™ Coated
Polycarbonate

FMR Coated
Polycarbonate

H: 12.00" (30.5cm)
W: 13.25" (33.6cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT Approved/ABE Pending

H: 14.87" (37.8cm)
W: 14.87"(37.8cm)

H: 18.00" (45.7cm)
W: 16.25" (41.3cm)

H: 20.00" (50.8cm)
W: 17.00" (43.2cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT Approved/ABE Pending

Z2414/Z2415 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 GS
A unique lateral bracket adds torsional rigidity and
includes an accessory shelf with standard BMW power
outlets for connecting electronic accessories. Factory rake
adjustment is retained.

Z2416/Z2417 VStream® Windshield for
R 1200 GS Adventure

This standard size shield brings VStream durability and
performance to the R1200GSA. Factory rake adjustment is
retained for a wide range of individual comfort settings.

H: 19.50" (49.5cm)
W: 18.00" (45.7cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 21.00" (53.4cm)
W: 16.80" (42.7cm)

Z2418/Z2419 VStream® Windshield for
R 1200 GS Adventure

This taller size shield brings VStream durability and per-
formance to the R1200GSA. Factory rake adjustment is
retained for a wide range of individual comfort settings.

H: 23.00" (58.5cm)
W: 18.50" (47.0cm)

Order Z2414 for 2004-07 models; Z2415 for 2008~ models. Order Z2417 for 2006-07 models; Z2416 for 2008~ models. Order Z2419 for 2006-07 models; Z2418 for 2008~ models.

Z2436

Z2435

Z2434
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VSTREAM® WINDSHIELDS

Z2400 VStream® Windshield for R 1150 RT
Z2401 VStream® Windshield for R 1100 RT
ZTechnik takes the R 1150/1100 RT to unprecedented
levels of performance. Your riding time on the RT will
never be the same after you install a VStream windshield.

Z2450 VStream® Windshield for K 1200 LT
The Z2450 does much more than effectively redirect
wind; its quiet air pocket allows you to use your commu-
nication system with ease and, at the same time, stay
warmer on those long late-season rides.

Z2452/Z2453 VStream® Windshield for
K 1200 GT and K 1300 GT

ZTechnik takes a great touring bike and makes it even
better with the aeroacoustic VStream! The Z2453 is a
taller/wider version. Fits '06 and later K-GT models.

H: 17.00" (43.2cm)
W: 21.50" (54.6cm)

6.0mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 25.25"
W: 23.75"

H: 28.00"
W: 24.00"

6.0mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

Z2402/Z2403 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 RT
The Z2402 will be the most versatile and appreciated wind management accessory you will ever purchase. It’s so quiet,
even your passenger will be able to hear the radio. Every rider who has taken the Z2402 for a test ride comes back and
makes the switch – to VStream! Our exclusive combination of Quantum and polycarbonate gives you unmatches strength
and durability. Taller riders and those wanting extra wind protection choose the taller/wider Z2403.

H: 26.00" (66.0cm)
W: 24.75" (62.9cm)

H: 28.00" (71.1cm)
W: 26.00" (66.0cm)

6.0mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 22.70" (57.6cm)
W: 28.10" (71.4cm)

6.0mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

Z2430 VStream® Sport for F 800 S/ST
The Z2430 VStream adds more wind protection and a qui-
eter ride to the sporty F 800 S. Its FMR coated polycar-
bonate is 20X more impact resistant than acrylic (aircraft
plastic) windshield.

Z2431 VStream® Touring for F 800 S/ST
The Z2431 is a taller version of the Z2430 for even
greater wind protection. This is a shield you’ll really
appreciate for long distance touring or riding in cold
weather.

H: 16.50" (41.9cm)
W: 16.00" (40.6cm)

4.5mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 19.00" (48.2cm)
W: 17.00" (43.2cm)

4.5mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved
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VSTREAM® WINDSHIELDS

Z2406 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 R
Z2409 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 R
The Z2406 is a taller/wider version of the Z2405, while
the Z2409 is the larger version of the European Z2408
windshield. Designed specially for taller riders.

Z2404 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 ST
This windshield will convert those riders who could never
imagine that the R 1200 ST could be such a great sport
touring motorcycle! The Z2404 will effectively direct the
wind away from your chest and shoulders.

Z2405 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 R
Z2408 VStream® Windshield for R 1200 R
ZTechnik adds a world of sport touring comfort to the versatile R 1200 R. Includeds a highly engineered, super-strong
mount system that integrates with the triple clamp and the handlebar controls. The Z2408 is same size shield for the
European model R1200R.

H: 18.50" (47.0cm)
W: 18.75" (47.6cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

Quantum™ Coated
Polycarbonate

FMR Coated
Polycarbonate

H: 21.50" (54.6cm)
W: 21.00" (53.3cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 12.00" (30.5cm)
W: 19.25" (48.9cm)

6.0mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

T H E R E V O L U T I O N A R Y V S T R E A M ® W I N D S H I E L D S

ZTechnik’s VStream® windshields have revolutionized windscreen performance! ZTechnik designed, for
the first time ever, a windshield with airflow calculated and adjusted to comfort and quiet the rider’s
environment.

The typical airflow pattern of the wake from most windshields is called a van Karman vortex. At speeds
of 50-90 mph, the air swirls off the windshield in an approximate 90-degree segment of rotation, hits the
bottom of the rider’s neck on the way up, and curves off the shoulder at approximately 45 degrees.

ZTechnik gave the VStream its name for the shape it takes at the upper edge. The patented “V” shape
is so outstandingly quiet because it pushes this vortex out and away more than 4 inches from the side of
the rider’s head. The rider’s helmet then resides in still air, and the passenger’s environment is greatly
improved as well. Of course, with small sporty screens of different sizes, the effect on the rider will
vary... but there is always a notable difference in calm and comfort!

VStream windshields deliver unprecedented durability and optical clarity through the use of 4.5-6.0mm
thick Lexan® polycarbonate with Quantum™ or FMR hardcoating.

Experience the VStream windshields at a dealer near you and see why they are the most comfortable
windshield you can ride behind on a BMW® motorcycle.

Test ride a VStream! Visit our web site for a list of participating RIDE&BUY dealers.
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ZTECHNIK WINDSHIELDS

Z2242 Replacement Windshield for R 1200 GS
Taller and wider than the stock screen, this windshield is
designed for excellent wind and weather protection with
substantially improved airflow. The Z2242 utilizes the
BMW rake adjust mount points, which remain operational.

Z2335 Touring Shield for R 1150 R Rockster
This is a premium quality sport/touring windshield for the
R 1150 R Rockster. Attractive alloy mounting brackets bolt
on without modifications to the Rockster's distinctive
headlight and instrument cluster. Not for sale in U.S.A.

Z2243 Adjustable Replacement Windshield for R 1200 GS
Starting with the same features that make the Z2242 superior in performance, quality and optical standards, ZTechnik
took R 1200 GS windshield rake adjustment one step further! Adjust the Z2243 up to 3.2" (80mm) in rake – without tools
– directly from the rider's position with an easy push or pull of the articulating arms! Set the stock BMW rake adjustment
feature at the height you want and then use the articulating arms to adjust to your actual riding conditions.

Z2240 Replacement Screen for R 1150 GS
Take away irritating wind noise, fatigue, debris, and rain
with the Z2240 Tall Replacement Screen. It will smooth
out wind turbulence, protect you from the elements, and
offer a viewing area with superior optical quality.

Z2241 Replacement Screen for R 1150 GS
The Z2241 is a sportier version of the Z2240, but still
taller and wider than the stock windshield for a significant
improvement in wind protection. Like the Z2240, it fea-
tures polycarbonate strength and excellent optics.

Z2263 Replacement Screen for F 650 GS
This shield features a more upright angle and an innova-
tive shape, resulting in a noticeable reduction in wind
noise and buffeting. Fits '01-'03 F 650 GS Dakar, and
'01-'03 F 650 GS with BMW part # 71-60-7-653-849.

H: 16.00" (40.6cm)
W: 18.00" (45.7cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 17.00" (43.2cm)
W: 20.50" (52.0cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 16.00" (40.6cm)
W: 18.00" (45.7cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 21.75" (55.2cm)
W: 18.50" (47.0cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 18.00" (45.7cm)
W: 18.00" (45.7cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 16.00" (40.6cm)
W: 15.50" (39.4cm)

4.5mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved
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ZTECHNIK WINDSHIELDS

Z2220 Replacement Screen for K 1200/1300 S
ZTechnik’s exclusive Quantum™ hardcoating will keep the
jewel-like sheen and polish on this beautiful dark tinted
screen. The Z2220 replaces the factory original screen
using the same mounting points and hardware.

Z2225 Sport Touring Windscreen for K 1200 R and K 1300 R
This generously sized screen really puts the “tour” in sport touring. The Z2225 includes precision-made aluminum mount-
ing brackets (KIT-Z2225, included) and all necessary hardware for a perfect fit. Our exclusive Quantum™ hardcoating
means the world's best abrasion resistance, and tough Lexan® polycarbonate construction gives you the best impact and
crack resistance. How tough is that? As a bonus, this screen really cleans up the front end appearance of your K-R.

Z2202 Dark Tint Screen for R 1200 ST
What separates this replacement screen from all the oth-
ers is the world’s toughest windshield material with our
state-of-the-art Quantum™ coating. The special dark tint
also adds sport bike appeal to the R 1200 ST.

Z2213 Tall Replacement Screen for K 1200 GT/RS
This is the ultimate replacement screen for long distance
touring on your '02-'04 K-RS and '03-'05 K-GT. Tough
Lexan® polycarbonate construction means excellent
impact resistance and superb optics. Try one on for size.

Z2214 Short Replacement Screen for K 1200 GT/RS
The dark tinted Z2214 replacement screen for the '02-'04
K-RS and '03-'05 K-GT adds a lean, mean appearance to
an already aggressively styled sport/touring bike.The min-
imalist Z2214 is slightly smaller than the stock RS screen.

Z2215 Short Replacement Screen for K 1200 GT/RS
Similar to the Z2214, but in light tint Lexan® polycarbon-
ate, and a tad taller. Adds a clean and clear look to the
'02-'04 K-RS and '03-'05 K-GT.

Quantum™ Coated
Polycarbonate

FMR Coated
Polycarbonate

H: 16. 00" (40.6cm)
W: 20.50" (52.0cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: Stock Height
W: Stock Width

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: Stock Height
W: Stock Width

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 21.00" (53.3cm)
W: 18.50" (47.0cm)

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 13.00" (33.0cm)
W: 17.00" (43.0cm)

4.0mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 13.50" (34.3cm)
W: 17.00" (43.0cm)

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved
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ZTECHNIK WINDSHIELDS

Z2330 Sport Windshield for R 1150 R
This superb screen and sturdy mount system was design-
ed and developed to fit perfectly and add aggressive style
to the R 1150 R. For sale to International Customers as a
ZTechnik Accessory, in the U.S.A. through BMWNA.

Z2331 Sport Windshield for R 1150 R
The Z2331 is the same windshield as the Z2230, except
in clear instead of dark tint. For sale to International
Customers as a ZTechnik Accessory, in the U.S.A. through
BMWNA.

Z2211/Z2212 Replacement Screens
Change your '97-'00 K 1200 RS to suit the season or your
riding style. The tall, light tint Z2211 is perfect for cooler
weather and longer trips, while the short, dark tint Z2212
is perfect for canyon carving. Get one of each!

Z2261 Replacement Screen for F 650 CS
The Z2261 is taller with a more upright angle and innova-
tive shape for smooth airflow behind the shield with
reduced wind noise and “buffeting.” The Z2261 mounts in
minutes using existing mounting hardware.

Z2270 Chopped Replacement Screen for R 1200 CL
The dark tint Z2270 adds a sporty edge to the big CL
cruiser. Built with durable 4.5mm Lexan® polycarbonate.
Each shield is cut, edge contoured, and formed for superi-
or optics and great looks.

Z2271 Tall Replacement Screen for R 1200 CL
All the features and qualities of the Z2270, but in clear
polycarbonate and 9.00" taller for increased wind protec-
tion. If you plan any long tours with your CL, this is the
shield that will want.

Z2301 Speedster Windshield for R 1200 C
The screen shape, tightly conforming to the R 1200 C dual
instrument panel, is a bold statement in style and design
integrity. For sale to International Customers as ZTechnik
Accessory, in the U.S.A. through BMW NA.

H: 15.50" (39.4cm)
W: 16.50" (42.0cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 15.50" (39.4cm)
W: 16.50" (42.0cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 20.00" (51.0cm)
H: 14.00" (35.5cm)

4.0mm; Light or Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 17.25" (43.8cm)
W: Stock Width

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

Z2332 Tall Windshield for R 1150 R
Uses the same solid mount system as the sport screens,
but with more height and width for touring-class wind
protection. For sale to International Customers as a
ZTechnik Accessory, in the U.S.A. through BMWNA.

Z2200 Dolphine™ Windshield for R 1150 RS
The Dolphine’s pushed-out front bubble decreases turbu-
lence and wind noise and increases your comfort level.
Adjusted up or down, the unique laminar shape smooths
out airflow, and extra width provides a calmer air pocket.

H: 20.25" (51.5cm)
W: 17.50" (44.5cm)

4.5mm; Dark Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 13.75" (35.0cm)
W: 17.00" (43.2cm)

4.5mm; Clear
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 21.00" (53.3cm)
W: 18.75" (47.5cm)

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 17.00" (43.2cm)
W: Stock Width

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved

H: 08.00" (20.3cm)
W: Stock Width

4.0mm; Light Tint
DOT/ABE Approved
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ZTECHNIK TECHMOUNTS ®

The only things BMW riders love as much as
their bikes are the high-tech electronics they
install on their bikes. Riders are always looking
for secure, convenient, and attractive mounting
platforms to support their technology.

ZTechnik has answered the call for tech sup-
port, and now offers a full line of TechMounts®
and TechMount Accessories for BMW motorcy-
cles.

All TechMounts are made from super strong 6061
T6 Aluminum and Stainless Steel. These mounts
are designed to fit perfectly and to last as long as
your bike.

We have TechMounts that are specially made for
specific models as well as TechMounts that are
universal to a number of BMW motorcycles. In
most cases, you can choose from a range of differ-
ent TechMounts to suit your requirements and your
tastes.

Whichever TechMount you choose, you will also
have a wide variety of accessories and adapter
plates that allow you to mount almost any elec-
tronic device you may want to bring along on your
ride.

So no matter where you go, you CAN take it with
you!

All ZTechnik TechMounts include installation
instructions, mounting hardware, installation tools,
and Velcro® industrial fastener.

1 2

In addition to the many mounting options we have,
TechMounts are also available in different sizes
and finishes. Pick a tall mount to bring your device
within easy reach, or a short mount to “hide” your
device. And if you have a lot of bring-along items,
you can outfit your bike with as many TechMounts
as you want – or fit an optional Double Top Plate Kit
for double duty capability.

TechMounts are finished in Anodized Black,
Anodized Silver, and Brilliant Chrome. All screws
and bolts are polished stainless steel.

3

Anodized
Black

Anodized
Silver

Brilliant
Chrome

Mounting electronic accessories to your BMW
motorcycle with TechMounts is as easy as
1-2-3!

What do you want to mount? A GPS?
Radar detector? An MP3 player?
Something different?

Find the TechMount Accessory Adapter
that will do the job (see pages 10-11, or
complete specs at www.ztechnik.com).

Find the TechMount(s) specific to your
bike. That’s all there is to it!

1

2

3

Extra Tall

Tall Mini

Standard
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Z6402 Satellite Radio Antenna Mount, Black
Z6403 Garmin® GPS/XM Antenna Mount,

Black
Pre-drilled to mount between your GPS/satellite radio cra-
dle and any standard TechMount top plate or Z6202 Quick
Change Adapter. Provides a simple and secure mount for
the antenna. Powder coated steel.

Z6200 Wide Accessory Top, Black
Z6500 Wide Accessory Top, Silver
Allows mounting larger electronic devices, or two small
devices side by side. Will work with any ZTechnik
TechMount.

10

ZTECHNIK TECHMOUNTS ®

Z6201 GPS/XM Accessory Top Plate, Black
Z6501 GPS/XM Accessory Top Plate, Silver
Z6601 GPS/XM Accessory Top Plate, Chrome
Replaces standard TechMount top plate. Mounts devices
with four bolt AMPS pattern. Works with Delphi XM Roady,
Roady II, SkyFi, Skyfi 2, Garmin GPS and R.A.M GPS cra-
dles. Does not mount Magellan GPS
devices with nuts on back of the unit.

Z6400 Single Pin Accessory Adapter, Black
Z6401 Four Pin Accessory Adapter, Black
For mounting OEM satellite radio or GPS cradles onto a
Z6202 Quick Change Adapter Plate or Z6201/6501/6601
Accessory Top Plate. Black ABS plastic.

Z6206 Large Cell/MP3/Radio Holder, Black
Z6208 Small Cell/MP3 Holder, Black
Adjustable cradles for securely holding your cell phone,
MP3 player, PDA, or FRS radio. Includes pin adapter plate
for mounting to any standard TechMount top plate, Z6202
Quick Change Adapter, or Z6201/6501/6601 Accessory
Top Plate. Black ABS plastic.

Z6203 Double Top Plate Kit, Silver
Z6204 Double Top Plate Kit, Black
Replaces the single top plate of the Z6120, Z6194 or the
Z6700, offering twice the mounting surface area for carry-
ing more than one electronic device. The dual 3.0" x
2.25" tops swivel independently.

Z6202 Quick Change Adapter Plate, Black
Makes changing from one device to another quick and
easy. Simply mount your device with supplied hardware
and slide it onto any standard TechMount top plate.
Adapter is held securely with stainless thumbscrew from
underneath. Hole patterns accommodate most popular
GPS/XM cradles. Black ABS plastic.
Will not fit Z6110-13 Chrome Techmounts.

Z6100 TechMount: BMW Mirror Mount, Black
The Z6100 TechMount works beautifully on the RT and RS
Series BMWs. The mount attaches effortlessly into
existing, unused mirror holes on the handlebars. Once in
place, the TechMount looks like it came stock on the bike.

Z6110 TechMount; 1 1/8" Bar Mount, Chrome
Z6111 TechMount; 1" Bar Mount, Chrome
Z6112 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Chrome
Z6113 TechMount; 1" Bar Mount, Chrome
Bright chrome mini handlebar mounts look great on cruis-
ers. Platform size is standard 3" x 2.25". Features
the standard size shaft for a taller mount platform.
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ZTECHNIK TECHMOUNTS ®

Z6130 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Silver
Z6190 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Black
The ultra versatile Z6130 and Z6190 feature the standard
size stem and the standard 3" x 2.25" platform. This
mount is available in two finishes.

Z6131 TechMount Control Mount, Black
This system is designed specifically for the BMW K 1200
R, K 1200 S, R 1200 ST, and the R 1200 GS. It can be
mounted on either the clutch or brake side to the handle-
bar control’s vertical pinch bolts. Platform size is 3" x
2.25". Finished in anodized black.

Z6140 TechMount Fork Cap Mount, Black
This Fork Cap Mount replaces the fork tube oil filler bolt
found on many BMW motorcycles. As with all ball/socket
systems, the shaft can be rotated to almost any angle and
the top plate can be rotated 360 degrees as well as off-
set left, right and center. Finished in anodized black.

Z6150 TechMount K-GT Mount, Silver
This attractive mount is made specially for 2006 and later
K 1200 GT models, and integrates seamlessly with the
bike’s design and ergonomics. Attaches to handlebar
mounts and positions your electronic device within easy
reach. Platform size is 3" x 2.25". Finished in anodized
silver.

Z6151 TechMount R-RT Mount, Silver
This attractive mount is made specially for 2005 and later
R 1200 RT models, and integrates seamlessly with the
bike’s design and ergonomics. Attaches to handlebar
mounts and positions your electronic device within easy
reach. Platform size is 3" x 2.25". Finished in anodized sil-
ver.

Z6191 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Black
Z6291 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Silver
These special Double Top Plate mounts are designed for
any BMW motorcycle with 7/8" handlebars. Extra tall and
wide, the dual 3" x 2.25" tops swivel independently.
Finished in anodized black or anodized silver.

Z6192 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Black
Z6193 TechMount; 1 1/8" Bar Mount, Black
The Z6192 and Z6193 are sized for the R 1200 GS’s
tapered handlebars. The Z6192 fits the grip end area and
the Z6193 fits the wider center section. Both are finished
in anodized black.

Z6194 TechMount Bracket Mount, Silver
The Z6194 Windshield Bracket Mount is designed specifi-
cally for the BMW R 1200 GS for an eye level, center loca-
tion of your devices. The Z6194 mounts onto the front fair-
ing support above the gauges and can be mounted left or
right of center, or two can be mounted side by side.

Z6700 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Black
Z6701 TechMount; 7/8" Bar Mount, Silver
This mount is a universal clamp system designed for 7/8"
handlebars, and requires only 1/2" of bar space. The top
plate can be rotated 360 degrees, and offset left,right or
center. Designed for the utmost versatility . Platform size is
standard 3" x 2.25".
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ZTECHNIK EXHAUSTS

Z4003 Full Stainless Steel Exhaust System for R 1200 R/RT/ST
A new ZTechnik Exhaust System is now available for your R 1200 R/RT/ST. The Z4003 is a complete exhaust system with stainless steel headers and a polished
stainless steel canister.The canister features ZTechnik’s removable dB Killer™ baffle. Remove the baffle when you want a more aggressive exhaust note, or
leave it in to enjoy the open road sounds when touring. With this system, you’ll appreciate a significant decrease in weight along with a pleasant boost in horse-
power and torque. Needless to say, you’ll enjoy a boost in overall appearance as well. The ZTechnik Z4003 Complete Stainless Steel Exhaust System offers both
gorgeous style and outstanding performance.

Z4003 Dyno Chart dB™ Killer Installed
Leave the baffle in for improved performance with a low
profile exhaust note. Lets you slip throught the city quickly
but quietly.

dB™ Killer Removed
Remove the baffle in less than a minute, and now you
have the sound that reflects your performance. Lets
everyone know what you’re made of.
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ZTECHNIK EXHAUSTS

Z4042 Titanium Slip-On Canister for R 1200 GS and R 1200 GS Adventure
Experience a 7.34-pound weight reduction, improved horsepower and torque, and an attractive, aggressive look
on your R 1200 GS/GSA. And with its removable dB Killer™, you’ll love the way it sounds, too. Fits '04-'07
R 1200 GS and '06-'09 R 1200 GS Adventure.
Note: The Z4042 eliminates the OEM catalytic converter. It has a lambda port for the OEM sensor.
We recommend the Z4042-001 Repack Kit every 6,200 miles (10,000 km).

Z4060 Stainless Steel Slip-On Canister for F 800
S/ST
With a 6.0 ft. lb. torque increase and a noticeable boost in
horsepower, this will be a must-buy for every F 800 S/ST rider.
The Z4060 features a slimmer canister profile in a brushed
stainless steel finish, and is 6.92 lbs. lighter than stock. It also
features ZTechnik's removable dB Killer™.

Z4060 Dyno ChartZ4042 Dyno Chart

Z4062 Stainless Steel Header System for F 800
S/ST
Used with the Z4060, the Stainless Steel Header System pro-
vides an additional performance boost for F 800 S/ST riders
with a total of 7.6 ft. lbs. of torque in a lightweight, well-engi-
neered package. The Z4062 Stainless Steel Header System also
works with the stock centerstand.

Z4062+Z4060 Dyno Chart
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ZTECHNIK EXHAUSTS

Z4010 Chrome Exhaust System for R 1200 C/CL
The Z4010 Chrome Exhaust System makes your R 1200 C/CL
sound like the pavement pounder it truly is. With improved
torque, horsepower and streetability, the gorgeous chrome is
just icing on the cake. The Z4010 exhaust tips can be easily
rotated to get the look you want. Choose the slash-down
appearance or a traditional bologna cut end style.

ZTechnik takes quality and performance seriously. When you bolt on a ZTechnik
Performance Exhaust System, you can expect more than a difference in sound, a reduc-
tion in weight and an improvement in performance... you’ll also get a totally new and
enhanced riding experience! We want that experience to be complete. If you have ques-
tions about exhaust installation, applications, care or maintenance, talk to the Performance
Exhaust Experts at ZTechnik: 866-ZTECHNK (866-983-2465) or e-mail info@ztechnik.com.

Z4002 Dyno Chart Z4010 Dyno Chart

Z4002 Stainless Steel Eurosport Slip-On Canister
for R 1200 R/RT/ST

The Z4002 Stainless Steel Eurosport Slip-On Canister features a
removable dB Killer™, so you can enjoy a throaty exhaust
sound when you want it, but tone it down when you need to. A
pleasant boost in horsepower and torque, as well as a decrease
in weight, make the Z4002 a great upgrade. The gorgeous fin-
ish is just icing on the cake.

ASK THE EXPERTS
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ZTECHNIK CARBON FIBER TRIM

High quality, genuine woven carbon fiber material is first cut to shape with a precision die. Next, a clear resin is carefully applied so that the entire perimeter has a smooth, radiused edge,
producing a fluid transition to the contact surface of the motorcycle at all points. A pressure sensitive adhesive backing is applied that securely, but safely, attaches the carbon fiber piece
to the motorcycle.
All ZTechnik Genuine Carbon Fiber accessories are designed on each individual motorcycle model. This guarantees a perfect and precise fit with contours and edges that compliment the
design of the motorcycle’s bodywork. And, ZTechnik Genuine Carbon Fiber accessories are made to stand up to years of use. They will not delaminate like cheaper imitations, nor will they
fade and bleach out like faux carbon fiber material. Like all ZTechnik accessories, they’re made to the highest quality standards – our own.

Z8892 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim
The Z8892 is specially made for the new fuel cap pattern
on the 2009 and later R 1200 RT.

Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim
The Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim is a great add-on
accessory to any ZTechnik Carbon Fiber Tank Protector. It
gives your gas tank a finished look, and also protects
against key marks when unlocking the gas cap. The
Z8890 fits a wide range of late model BMW motorcycles.

Z8891 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim
The Z8891 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim is a specialty fit for
the newer models: '07~ F 800 S/ST, '07~ R 1200 R,
'06~ R 1200 S and '08~ F 800/650 GS.

LAMINATE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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ZTECHNIK CARBON FIBER TRIM

Z8300 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for R 1200 RT
Our Carbon Fiber Trim Sets are a great value. These multi-
piece kits let you completely transform the look of your bike
in one easy step. The Z8300 Kit for the R 1200 RT includes
the Main Dash Trim (2 pieces) and a Rear Luggage Rack Trim
(1 piece). The Z8502 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector and Z8890
Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim are available separately.

Z8302 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for R 1200 R
The 8-piece Z8302 Carbon Fiber Trim Set is designed specif-
ically for the R 1200 R, and includes the Gauge Panels, Triple
Clamp Inserts and Tank Top Trim. R 1200 R riders can also
add the optional Z8891 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim and
Z8502 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector to complete the aggres-
sive look.

Z8500 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
This is a workhorse of a Tank Protector that fits a wide
variety of models: '07~ F 800 S/ST, '98-'06 F 650 CS/GS,
'95-'04 R 1100/1150 RT, '04~ R 1200 GS, '93-'03
R 1100/1150 GS, '93-'00 R 850/1100 R, '03-'06 R 1150
R Rockster, and '97-'05 K 1200 GT/RS.

Z8501 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
The Z8501 Tank Protector is a custom fit for the '98-'05
R 1100 S and '01-'06 R 1150 R.

Z8502 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
The compact design of the Z8502 fits the '05~ R 1200 RT
and '07~ R 1200 R.
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ZTECHNIK CARBON FIBER TRIM

Z8305 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for R 1200 ST
The Z8305 Kit for the R 1200 ST consists of the Speedo
Gauge Trim (2 pieces) and Key Guard Trim (3 pieces). The
Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim and the Z8503 Carbon
Fiber Tank Protector are available separately.

Z8306 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for R 1200 S
Genuine carbon fiber cloth comes alive under a crystal clear,
poured resin topcoat. ZTechnik’s close attention to detail and
precision fit means all the edges will fit exactly to your bike’s
bodywork. The Z8306 Trim Set includes the Speedo Gauge
Trim (2 pieces) and Key Guard/Triple Clamp Trim (2 pieces).
The Z8891 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim and the Z8503
Carbon Fiber Tank Protector are available separately.

Z8503 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
The Z8503 Tank Protector works on the '05~ R 1200 ST
and the '06~ R 1200 S.

Z8504 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
The Z8504 Tank Protector is a specialty fit for the '05-'08
K 1200 S model.

Z8505 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
Our Z8505 Tank Protector fits on the '05-'06 K 1200 R
models and the '06-'08 K 1200 GT.
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ZTECHNIK CARBON FIBER TRIM

Z8320 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for K 1200 S
Our multi-piece Carbon Fiber Trim Sets let you completely
transform the look of your bike in one easy step. The 4-piece
Z8320 Set for the K 1200 S includes the Speedo Gauge Trim,
Triple Clamp Trim (2 pieces), and the distinctive Upper Tank
Trim. The Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap Trim and Z8504
Carbon Fiber Tank Protector are available individually.

Z8325 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for K 1200 R
The 5-piece Z8325 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for the K 1200 R
includes the Speedo Gauge Trim (2 pieces) and the Triple
Clamp Trim (3 pieces). The Z8890 Carbon Fiber Fuel Cap
Trim and the Z8505 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector are avail-
able individually.

Z8506 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
The Z8506 Tank Protector is custom designed specially for
the new '09~ F 800 GS.

Z8601 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The Z8601 Gauge Panel Trim is a perfect fit on the '03-'06
R 1150 R Rockster and the '98-'05 R 1100 S models.

Z8602 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The 2-piece Z8602 Gauge Panel Trim is a specialty fit for
the early '95-'04 R 1100/1150 RT touring models.
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ZTECHNIK CARBON FIBER TRIM

Z8604 Carbon Fiber Trim Set for F 800 S
The 6-piece Z8604 Carbon Fiber Trim Set is designed spe-
cially for the F 800 S, and includes the Gauge Panel Trim and
Upper Triple Clamp Trim components. The Z8891 Carbon
Fiber Fuel Cap Trim and Z8500 Carbon Fiber Tank Protector
are available individually. Get the cutting edge look of carbon
fiber without the cutting edge bite on your budget.

Z8703 Carbon Fiber Engine Trim Set for F 800 S/ST
If you like the look of carbon fiber, ZTechnik's trim sets won't
disappoint you. The 6-piece Z8703 Carbon Fiber Engine Trim
Set is designed specially for the F 800 S and F 800 ST, and
includes the pieces shown above for the right side engine
cases. These really make your motor look like the engineer-
ing masterpiece it is! Stand out from the rest... with
ZTechnik!

Z8603 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The 3-piece Z8603 Gauge Panel Trim fits the '07~
F 800 S/ST/GS models and the '07~ R 1200 R model.

Z8611 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The Z8611 Gauge Panel Trim is a specialty application for
the '06-'08 K 1200 GT sport touring model.

Z8600 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The Z8600 Gauge Panel Trim gives a high tech look for
your '97-'05 K 1200 RS or '02-'05 K 1200 GT.
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VSTREAM® CARBON FIBER TRIM

Z8641 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The 2-piece Z8641 Gauge Panel Trim fits the '04-'07
R 1200 GS, and adds a high tech accent to a high tech
machine.

Z8640 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
The 2-piece Z8602 Gauge Panel Trim fits the early '99-'03
R 1150 GS models.

Z8671 Burlwood Gauge Panel Trim
Z8771 Burlwood Radio Panel Trim
Z8672 Carbon Fiber Gauge Panel Trim
Z8772 Carbon Fiber Radio Panel Trim
Turn your '03-'06 R 1200 CL/CLC into a luxurious land
yacht. Choose from genuine carbon fiber or genuine burl-
wood. Each has a deep, lustrous finish. Easy installation
with precision fit for perfect looks.

Z8941 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim
The Z8941 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim is custom
designed specially for the rugged '04-'07 R 1200 GS.

Z8901 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim
Save wear and tear on your powdercoated luggage rack
with our Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim. The Z8901 fits
perfectly and exactly on the new '07~ R 1200 R.

Z8911 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim
The Z8911 Carbon Fiber Luggage Rack Trim is designed
specially for the new '06-'08 K 1200 GT. These will not
interfere with fitment of the OEM top case.

The ZTechnik RIDE&BUY™ Program allows
BMW riders to test ride ZTechnik Windshields!
Take the guesswork out of the decision-making process!
Come into an authorized ZTechnik RIDE&BUY Test Center
and put a ZTechnik VStream® shield on your bike. Take it
out on the road and try it!
Experience the unprecedented Quiet, Comfort and Optical
Clarity that only a VStream windshield can provide. Plus,
VStream's thick, hardcoated polycarbonate outperforms
acrylic shields in impact resistance and abrasion
resistance... by a huge margin!
Find your nearest ZTechnik RIDE&BUY U.S.A Test Center at
http://www.ztechnik.com/orders/RideBuy.html

Visit our web site for the latest ZTechnik Genuine Carbon Fiber applications for your model motorcycle.
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ZTECHNIK TOURING ACCESSORIES

Z5142 Xenon HID Lights for R 1200 GS
Z5140 Xenon HID Lights for R 1150 GS and R1150 GS Adventure
These Xenon HID Accessory Lighting Kits provide bright illumination in a rugged package. With diecast magnesium hous-
ings protected by a steel cage, these HID (High Intensity Discharge) lights produce a wider range of vision with brighter
and more evenly distributed light. Fully equipped with a solid state ballast for each lamp, the operational voltage is 25,000
volts. The on/off power is conveniently wired into an included bar-mounted control switch (Z5142) or the turn signal
cancellation switch (Z5140). The Z5142 fits '04-'07 R 1200 GS models, while the Z5140 is for '99-'03 R 1150 GS and '02-
'05 R 1150 GS Adventure models.

Independent Angle Adjustment
ZTechnik HID Lights feature independent left and right
angle adjustments. Life expectancy for the lamps is in
excess of 10,000 hours! Magnesium housings with a spe-
cial coating provides lasting durability.

Z5100 Side Illumination Lights for R 1150 RT
Z5150 Side Illumination Lights for K 1200 LT
What a difference the ZTechnik Side Illumination Light will make for your nighttime driving. This light illuminates the fore-
ground of the motorcycle so you can see things like your driveway entrance, see better at night in rural areas, or ride with
more confidence and safety. By way of a conveniently located Activation Switch mounted to the left handlebar control, you
can switch on the halogen bulbs, which pour out 160 degrees of illumination from your motorcycle. The 35-watt halogen
bulbs are fired up inside handsome cast aluminum housings that are finished in BMW silver powder coat.

ZTechnik Lights Up the Night
Actual nighttime photos taken from above motorcycle with
specially constructed camera mount.

Z7840 Instrument Visor for K 1200 LT
End nighttime reflections on the windshield from your
bike’s backlit instruments. The ZTechnik Z7840 Instrument
Visor addresses both of these issues. The dense thermo-
molded visor is finished in a durable and attractive black
canvas. Installation is simple and straightforward with
industrial grade adhesive strips (included).

Z9401A Passenger Armrests for K 1200 LT
Add comfort, luxury, functionality, and style to your bike.
Our ergonomic armrests are precision machined alu-
minum for a perfect fit and silky smooth operation at the
pivots. The armrests mount to the rear trunk with stain-
less steel hardware via a hidden backing plate. Installation
is easy with do-it-yourself instructions and a mounting
template.

Easy Passenger Access
The solid mounted hardware lets the armrest rotate
smoothly rearward to facilitate passenger dismounting or
access to the trunk. ZTechnik determined the optimum
position and height of the Z9401A Armrests by field test-
ing with a multitude of body types. This ensures maximum
long-distance comfort for your passenger.

160° of
illumination
on each side
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ZTECHNIK TOURING ACCESSORIES

Z9050 Chrome Trunk Rack for K 1200 LT
Add an elegant and functional addition to your 1998 and
later K 1200 LT. With brazed heavy gauge steel tube con-
struction, superb chrome plating, and integrated bungee
hangers for securing your gear, the ZTechnik Trunk Rack
is ready for your next trek. A drilling template is provided
for foolproof installation. Includes BMW wiring couplings
for the LED brake light. Weight capacity: 5 lbs. (2.25kg)

Z9070 Chrome Trunk Rack for R 1200 CL/CLC
Add more carrying capacity to your Autobahn cruiser. The
brightly polished Z9070 Chrome Trunk Rack lets you pack
for the long haul. Constructed from heavy gauge steel tub-
ing with bright chrome plating and integrated bungee
hangers. Includes an easy-to-use drilling template and
BMW wiring couplers for the LED brake light. Weight
capacity: 5 lbs. (2.25kg)

Integrated Brake Lights
All ZTechnik Chrome Trunk Racks come with integrated
LED brake lights with BMW wiring couplers for easy, no-
mess installation. Your motorcycle has one brake light...
but two is better.

Z3170 Fender Tip for R 1200 CL/CLC
Z3171 Fender Tip for R 1200 CL/CLC
There is no better value in an accessory than these cast
ZTechnik Fender Tips. The Z3170 mounts to the front of
the front fender with a 3M® brand industrial tape. The
Z3171mounts to the rear of the front fender with counter-
sunk screws.

Z3172 Fender Tip for R 1200 CL/CLC
Protect your fender edges and lend a classic cruiser
appearance to your R 1200 CL/CLC.The Z3172 Fender Tip
mounts to the rear of the rear fender with countersunk
screws.

Z3101 Fender Tip Set for R 850/1200 C
For the rest of the R 1200/850 C family, our Z3101 Fender
Tip Set (front of front fender and rear of front fender) adds
a stylish touch of class. Each piece mounts with 3M®
brand industrial tape, which provides a clean, secure
installation.

Z9031 Backrest for R 850/1200 C
With the Z9031 Backrest, your passenger will enjoy the
trip as much as you do, whether it’s a trip across town or
across the country. This stylish padded backrest offers
welcome support and real comfort to your passenger. The
Z9031 Backrest replaces the original factory grab rail.
Dimensions: Height: 6.00" (15.3cm); Width: 8.00"
(20.3cm); Depth: 2.50" (6.3cm)

Z9101 Drive Shaft Cover for R 1200 C/CL
Accent your ZTechnik Chrome Exhaust System with our
Chrome Drive Shaft Cover Kit. The Z9101 Drive Shaft
Cover Kit is two items in one: A great looking replacement
for the stock brake hose cover and a slick cover-up for
the drive shaft. Both are easily installed to the existing
mount points. Includes chrome cap nuts.

Z9510 Chrome Gauge Housing for R 1200 C
This beautifully sculpted, cast metal piece has a lustrous
chrome finish for striking looks on your bike. The Z9510
mounts easily to existing screw locations on the motorcy-
cle and is compatible with all R 1200 C windshields
except the Z2301 Speedster Windshield. BMW clock and
tachometer part numbers required for installation to
Z9510 Gauge Housing. Does not fit Phoenix models.
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ZTECHNIK TOURING ACCESSORIES

Z7101 Engine Guards for R 1200 GS/R/RT
Z7105 Engine Guards for R 1150 GS/R/RS/RT
ZTechnik’s stainless steel Engine Guards will never rust like ordinary steel guards. These Engine Guards attach to the
engine mounts – not the engine covers – to protect the engine heads and not destroy them. Complete valve cover access
is maintained. These are media blasted, then electropolished for a textured matte finish.
The Z7101 fits all years for the R 1200 GS, R 1200 R, and R 1200 RT. The Z7105 Engine Guards are specially made for the
R 1150 GS, R 1150 R, R 1150 RS and R 1150 RT. Not compatible with ZTechnik or aftermarket exhaust headers, as they
will not allow for installation of O2 sensor.

Maintenance-Friendly Design and a Handy
Accessory Bracket
ZTechnik’s Engine Guards are carefully designed to allow
clearance for oil changes or valve cover access, so they
never need to be removed. An integrated top bracket on
each Engine Guard allows the rider to mount aftermarket
accessory lights, video cameras or whatever they can
imagine (accessible on all but the R 1200 RT model).

Z5400 Headlight Guard for All R 12 GS Models
This thermoformed headlight guard attaches to the head-
light frame cover with marine-grade Velcro®. Crystal clear
optics will not distort or reduce light beam. Virtually dissa-
pears when installed. Formed from tough 3mm polycar-
bonate with ZTechnik's exclusive Quantum™ hardcoat for
unbeatable scratch resistance. Fits all R 1200 GS and R
1200 GS Adventure models. The choice is clear!

Z1210 Storage Pod for All Models
ZTechnik’s extremely versatile 4-liter rear Storage Pod
features a Velcro® fastened removeable tray with four
zippered storage pockets. Sturdy double zippers keep
everything secured inside while the pod’s web straps and
rubber coated hooks attach it to the bike. The dense ther-
mo-molded pod is covered with a durable canvas outside
with a soft inner shell.

Z5300/Z5301 Mirror Extenders
Give yourself a better view of the road and the vehicles
behind you! ZTechnik Mirror Extenders move your bike's
mirrors out an additional 52mm (2") on each side, allow-
ing you to see more easily past your shoulders, passenger
and gear. Competitive extenders only add 35mm (less
than 1.5") on each side. These are laser cut from 1/4"
steel with a powder coated black matte finish. Holes are
pre-tapped for easy mounting of mirrors in their new loca-
tions.
This is a great 5-minute do-it-yourself upgrade that you’ll
appreciate! The Z5300 fits the R 1200 GS, R 1200 R,
R 1200 ST, HP2 Enduro and the HP2 Megamoto. Will not
fit the R 1200 GS Adventure.
The Z5301 fits the F 800 GS and F 650 GS Twin. The
right-side Mirror Extender includes an additional hole for
access to the brake reservoir bracket.

Z5301 has additional
hole for access to

brake reservoir bracket

Z5505A Helmet Lock for All Models
The ZTechnik Helmet Lock for BMW motorcycles uses the
license plate bracket to provide leave-behind security for
two full-face helmets. A sturdy push lock accepts D-ring
or similar helmet closures.
The Helmet Lock is made from high strength steel with
black powdercoat, and is furnished with two matched
keys.



“Just wanted you to know my thoughts on the Z2417 VStream® Windshield that I just installed
on my 2006 R 1200 GS Adventure.
“The OEM screen on the Adventure is probably the best that I have seen in a long time. However,
you still get some buffeting around the head and shoulders, particularly behind vans, SUVs, etc.
One other issue with the OEM screen, besides buffeting, was when I am going uphill and
approaching the crest of the hill, with a downhill on the other side, you must look through a pretty
severe distortion in the screen... I hated that. So I thought I would give the VStream a shot.
“What I found out is the VStream is so optically clear that I can no shoot my onboard video cam-
era through it with no problem.”

~ Scott D.

“The ZTechnik Z2419 VStream® Windshield on my 2007 R 1200 GS Adventure is quiet, real
quiet. Previously I had a Touratech windshield extender on the stock screen which helped, until I
dropped it and it broke into pieces. The VStream is a lot quieter. The airflow is clean and there's
no wind noise from the helmet. Optically the screen is clear with virtually no distortion (unlike the
hallucinogenic views you get from the stock screen), so looking through the screen is not really
an issue.
“I've done close on 1,000 miles since the installation. My ride takes me on the interstate for a 75-
mile one-way commute and I run at speeds up to 90 but average around 70 to 75MPH. The
screen is so quiet that you can hear the motor running.”

~ Lodewyk

“It's clear that your Z2402 VStream® Windshield for the R 1200 RT is well thought out and
fabricated. No issues with the installation and it meets all my expectations. Been on long and
short rides. I'm pleased with the operation, and the extra height and width provide a better com-
fort envelope during the ride than the stock screen. While I normally wear ear plugs under my
helmet, it is also nice to be able to remove much of the wind noise by raising the screen higher.
I've even had a chance to brag on it to several other RT riders who are looking at options for their
own machines.”

~ Mike Foster

“I purchased a Z2450 VStream® Windshield for my K 1200 LT while I was at the 2007 BMW-
MOA National Rally in West Bend, WI.
“I have enjoyed having this windshield on my bike as there is much less wind turbulence and
much better visibillity than with the stock BMW windshield. I am looking forward to many com-
fortable miles with this VStream windshield on my bike.”

~ Charles Jolley

“The Z2400 VStream Windshield for my R 1100 RT arrived in good shape and was very easy to
put on. Virtually no visual distortion. I had to wait a few days before I could go for a ride, but
finally got a chance for a couple of short ones. Below 40MPH there wasn’t a noticeable improve-
ment over the stock windshield. But 45MPH and above was a whole different story!
“With the stock windshield fully raised, I had annoying buffeting around the helmet. With the
VStream not quite fully raised, I had none. The air around my body was moving enough to keep
me comfortable in the heat but not so much as to be chilling in the cold and damp.
“Having been out of biking for quite some time, I had forgotten how quickly money can leave the
bank account in the quest for a comfortable, tailored ride. So far, the ZTechnik windshield has
been my best investment.”

~ Arnold Gavin

“My passenger has enjoyed many miles on the back of my K 1200 LT using your Z9401A
Passenger Armrests! They are comfortable and fold out of the way easily for her to get on and
off the bike. They look great too! We did have a problem with a flawed part which was replaced
without any difficulty. That is a sign of a responsible, competitive, and forthright corporation. I
have found myself looking at your catalog for other things because I know that if I have problems,
it will not be a fight to have it made right.”

~ Robert Stubbs
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